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Abstract— Hand Gesture Recognition System(HGRS) is used for communication between human and computer 

whereas sign languages are powerful way of  communication for dump and deaf  people. Real time hand gesture system 

provides way to communicate the human with computer by using sign languages.Hand gesture recognition system goes 

through various phases after capturing the image via web-cam like Hand Detection, Region of  Extraction, Feature 

Extraction, Feature Matching, Pattern Recognition.In this phases of  HGRS various algorithms used to achieve the results. 

In hand detection, RGB image is converted to binary image by using median filter. In Region of  extraction, BLOB is used 

along with edge detection algorithm. In feature extraction, Discrete cosine transform used with edge oriented histogram 

and convex hull algorithm.In feature matching phase, euclidean distance is calculated to match the running image with 

training image. The fusion of  feature extraction algorithms is used to get the high accuracy rate in less recognition time. 

 

Keywords— ASL, BLOB, Convex hull algorithm, Discrete cosine transform, Euclidean distance, EOH, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Sign languages is a non-verbal way of  communication for dump and deaf  people. The hand gesture recognition system 

provides a way of  interaction between human and computer. Hand gesture recognition system for sign languages provide 

a real time and vision based system to deaf  and dump people to easily interact with computer. There are many sign 

languages present as per the different languages like ISL for Indian sign language and DSL for Devnagari sign language, 

ASL for American sign languages. For these sign languages many of  gesture recognition techniques plays vital role in 

enhancing performance of  HGRS systems for recognition of  sign languages. Mainly, there are two main sign language 

recognition methodologies are used: sensor based and image based. In sensor based approach, need to wear complex and 

costly devices like helmet, hand gloves which is not necessary in image based approach. In the research area of  sign 

languages, it is involving techniques like pattern recognition, natural language processing, and computer vision. Visual 

analysis of  hand gesture is a complex problem in sign language recognition. In HGRS, the sequence of  running images is 

provided through webcam. Once the image is captured, image pre-processing is done with skin detection and binary image 

is formed. Region of  interest found out of  image through edge detection techniques and algorithms. The features are 

extracted by using various algorithms like discrete cosine transform, edge oriented histogram and convex hull algorithm. 

The features are matched after extraction with Euclidean distance. At the last the pattern is matched with training image 

dataset. 

II. LITERATURE  REVIEW 
 

In hand gesture recognition system, hand contour it utilizes the fingertip by using convex hull algorithm and contour 

with precision of  94 percent [1]. The algorithm proposed that uses HOG features of  an image to classify the image and it 

is using a Support Vector Machine classifier algorithm for features extraction. Multi feature static HGRS contains 

classifiers such as k-Nearest neighbor, Naive Bayes classifier, Nearest Mean Classifier for recognition of  Indian Sign 

Language (ISL) alphabets and numbers. The fusion of  Multi feature descriptor have high recognition rate of  99.61 percent 

accuracy[6]. Hand gesture feature extraction method in HGRS recognizes 32 signs of  South Indian Language (SIL) with 

accuracy rate 98.12 percent [7]. 
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 The Principal of  Curvature Based Region with the Wavelet Packet Decomposition used to classify gestures with using 

the SVM algorithm. The accuracy is getting from this technique is 91.2 percent for static hand gestures with complex 

environment whereas 86.3 percent for dynamic gestures with complex environment. In this system, a technique to 

recognize the hand gestures in the Indian Sign Language, with use of  Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Fourier 

Descriptors as shape descriptors are used for feature extraction and recognition [5] which get the results with the accuracy 

of  91.11 percent. By using Zernike moments and Euclidean distance classifier we can recognize 19 of  these gestures with 

an accuracy rate of  97.22 percent [6]. Fingertips can be detected by using Harris Corner Detectors and the final 

classification can performed using PCA algorithm by which we can achieve the accuracy rate of  94 percent for 34 hand 

gestures. To achieve the better performance than achieved from classifications based on a single feature extraction, 

multiple features have been used together. Some of  the algorithms based on multiple feature with SVM classification 

algorithm for recognizing with the fusion of  HOG and SIFT techniques [7]. There are some other feature fusion 

technique which combines color and shape which employs the Bag of  Words model [8]. In HGRS, Feature extraction is 

done with bag of  features (BoF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) Algorithm. Methods used for feature extraction and 

segmentation like Skin Color Segmentation, Distance Distribution features and Color marker to grid the image [9]. A 

technique is principal component of  hand gestures is used with vertical axes for Rotation invariant gesture image. 

Localized contour sequence (LCS) based feature used for classification of  the hand gestures. Whereas K-means radial basis 

function neural network is used to classify the hand gestures [10]. There are three phases of  canny algorithm for Edge 

detection are carried along with Clipping to avoid the noise after edge detection, Boundary tracing is done for the final 

image and the highlighted fingertips on detected image [11]. In HGRS, hand detection is first phase in which the system 

enables finger touch interaction on planar surface and uses web-cam. Skin detection accuracy gained by 96.9 percent with 

the 40 cm projector distance with images captured [9]. HGRS uses Continuous Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMSHIFT) 

algorithm for tracking skin color after features detection rate of  93.4 percent [9]. Recognition system uses infrared camera 

to capture the videos of  moving objects for dynamic environment. This system uses Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 

after morphological median filtering operation for noise removal from running image with subtracted image in the 

background. In static environment, system fulfils a moderate identification rate of  97.73 percent [11].In HGRS the usage 

of  fusion of  algorithms like Haar-like and Histogram of  Oriented Gradients (HOG) features uses to get better results. In 

addition, new Haar-like features uses to resolve main Haar-like problem specifically high false positive error rate in hand 

posture perception to get the result. This system gives 93.5 percent accuracy with hybrid methods to recognize the hand 

features. The novel approach is integrated to get the pointing vector in 2D image. Hand gesture recognition system 

includes phases: image capturing, image pre-processing, region of  interest extraction, feature extraction, feature matching 

and pattern recognition. 

 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

Hand Gesture Recognition System (HGRS) consists of  the phases: image capturing, image pre-processing, region of  

interest extraction, feature extraction, feature matching and pattern recognition. Application requires minimum 1.3 

megapixel camera and runs on any platform.HGRS achieves the result with these phases by using varion techniques and 

algorithms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Fig. 1  Architecture of  hand gesture recognition system 
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A. Image Capturing : 

Image capturing is the first phase of  hand gesture recognition system. To provide input to the system the running image 

is captured with the web cam.Color is the robust feature in image processing. In this system, image is captured in RGB 

colorspace in different lightning conditions and background. The image is captured in 160*120 resolution. 

B. Image Pre-processing : 

The primary phase is HGRS is image pre-processing, after capturing image. In this phase, skin detection is done by 

normalizing it which produces gray threshold and results into binary image. Median filtering technique is used to reduce 

the noise from image[3]. It is more effective than technique because it removes noise and preserve the edges 

simultaneously. Gaussian filter is applied to filter the image. It uses erosion and dilation techniques to remove the noise 

and enhance the image as well. Erosion shrinks the boundaries of  captured image and enlarges the holes. It can be used to 

remove noises from an image. Dilation is used to add pixels at the boundaries. Dilation is also used to connect the disjoint 

pixels and add pixels at edges to form a fine edge of  image [1]. 

C. Region of   Interest Extraction : 

Edge detection is also extracted from image using Sobel method which finds edges of  the image using the Sobel. It 

approximately get the edges at the points where the maximum gradient is of  captured of  binary image. BLOB used for 

region of  extraction which accomplishes approximately 96 percent accuracy. In real-time it gives 95 percent accuracy with 

complex background for Indian sign languages(ISL) and achieves 90.19 percent accuracy for ASL[2].It extracts the image 

into 80*60 resolution. 

D. Feature Extraction : 

Features extraction is important phase in HGRS.Tn this phase, features are extracted from image and forms feature 

vector for stored training dataset. Histogram used as a feature extracted in static hand gesture recognition system applied 

for recognition of  numbers and alphabets. Discrete cosine transform(DCT) along with edge oriented histogram(EOH) 

used for feature extraction for 2D images in static hand gesture recognition system[3].It achieves better feature extraction 

in complex background than other algorithms. EOH counts the number of  values in vector x which will match with 

pattern.Convex hull algorithm finds the radius and distance by using convex hull and defects. The contour is find by 

convex hull algorithm which provides the result feature extraction and matching. Convex hull used in this system which 

incorporate to recognize 24 American signs. It accomplishes the recognition speed of  60 frames/second with precision of  

97.1 percent[1].In this system, the fusion of  the algorithms convex hull, Discrete cosine transform and edge oriented 

algorithm is used to achieve the high accuracy with low recognition time. To calculate DCT of  2-D image for an input 

image A and output image B is : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E. Feature Matching : 

Feature matching is phase in which features of  running image are matched with the training dataset and it is calculated 

by using Euclidian distance. Euclidian distance is a technique used with feature vector of  captured image and feature 

vector of  stored training data image [3]. It is calculated using Euclidian distance formula. In HGRS, template matching 

algorithms are applied for identifying hand gestures.  
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This System is able to acheive the 98.12 percent accuracy rate and matches 160 test images with 320 training dataset 

images [2]. In this phase, the Euclidean distance find between running and training image and the least Euclidean distance 

gives the match. Euclidean distance formula is: 

 

 

 

 

F. Pattern Recognition : 

In the last phase of  HGRS, Patterns are recognized by using templates matching with training images stored in database. 

This phase achieves by using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which used in recognition of  features and Feature 

vectors are provided by train Support Vector Machine (SVM) for recognition of  features with high recognition rate. Vision 

based and real time HGRS provides the classification of  features by using SVM algorithm with high accuracy rate. The 

pattern is matches by using stored templates matching achieves higher pattern matching accuracy rate [4]. 

 

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
 

In HGRS, to achieve the expected result in higher accuracy rate and less recognition time, various techniques and 

algorithms are used. The performance of  the system is based on the techniques used in it. The performance affects by 

input given to the system as well methodologies used. The training datasets are stored in database to get the recognition in 

less time. The stored training dataset are set of  feature vectors to match with the running images. The proposed hand 

gesture recognition system analysis based on the techniques and conditions are discussed below: 

1)  The performance of  the system is affects by the lightning conditions, background and other conditions available while 

capturing image. 

2)  The filtering of  image is enhances the image in image pre-processing phase. By applying median filter and Gaussian 

filter the image is filtered and enhanced. 

3)  Binary linked object (BLOB) is used for region of  interest extraction along with edge detection algorithm. 

4)  Discrete Cosine Transform, edge oriented histogram and convex hull algorithm provides 97.53 percent accuracy rate 

with very less recognition time 0.5 Frames/Second. 

5)  Euclidean distance is found on running image and stored training image which achieves better matching results. 

 

TABLE I 

PERFORMANCE OF HGRS TECHNIQUES 

Techniques Accuracy Recognition 

K-nearest neighbor, 

HOG, SIFT 

78.84 Not disclosed 

Histogram 87.82 0.5 

Centroid of  BLOB 90.19 0.7 

Histogram, Skin 

detection method 

93.1 0.5 

Haar Wavelet 

Representation 

94.89 0.4 

SVM, Body-Face 

Centered 

93.4 Not disclosed 

BOF, SVM 96.23 0.017 

Inertia feature and Hu 

Moment 

96.1 0.066667 

DCT, convex hull 97.53 0.5 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

We have studied the techniques to recognize the hand gesture pattern of  sign language. It is presented on the basis of  

image pre-processing, feature extraction, feature matching and pattern recognition. The various techniques drawn the 

higher results in terms of  accuracy for recognition time and rate for static hand gesture recognition system in complex 

background. These observations will be helpful for further research on sign languages and hand gesture recognition 

system. Researchers can develop the dynamic system for hand gesture recognition system in dynamic postures of  hand 

gestures as input to the system. 
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